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Get it done!
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      EMPLOYEE WORK TIME ANALYZING SOFTWARE



   
Put the time in your hands to excellence and bring precision to your workplace. Track the trails of your employees and stop 
them from fretting hours while working from home.The pandemic is not going to end anytime soon, the new normal is about to 

stay. So, what are you waiting for,

                                                        get CLOKWORK and  get it done! 
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      Are you looking for an extraordinary way to manage your workplace ?
     

        Worry not ! 



CLOKWORK?
The unique tool to enhance your workplace and track the efficiency of your workers round 
around the clock, get it done with CLOKWORK! 
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Features    
   

●SaaS based  product
●Easy to use time tracking tool to observe and monitor workforce productivity 
●Regular monitoring of user’s attendance and effective working time 
●Record the active working time by sensing user activities
●Automatic updates without Admin intervention 
●Totally dependent on user and not the device 
●Ensures data security
●Support Digital Ocean and AWS cloud
●Administrator can check if the systems are updated with the latest OS and Patches
●Health of the system can be measured by checking the restart pattern of each user
●Screenshots will be stored on the customer's cloud 
●Can be deployed on Mac, Linux & Windows
●Estimated price of 400 Rs per month, per user

    

         For better work, Get CLOKWORK!



CLOKWORK
Auto-Start Work Hour Recording Tool empowers the employer to view the online presence and 
exact working  hours of each employee, remote and regular, with their knowledge, making this 
a totally transparent deal. 

Modules    
   

●Dashboard- Shows the total working hours of employees and their status (online/active/inactive) 

●Timeline- Calendar-like UI, which shows the everyday working hours of a user

●Screenshot- To track the daily work graph of the employee for better activity perception on remote 

            working

●Admin-Monitors the overall system updates
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    For better work, Get CLOKWORK!



                  THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!!

                                     
                                        
                                        
                                             “In such seconds of decision entire futures are made” 
                                                                                                                                           -Dan simmons                                                                                                                                                                                        

Travancore Analytics Pvt Ltd
Yamuna Building

8th Floor, Technopark Phase III 

Main Rd, Kulathoor

Thiruvananthapuram

Kerala 695583
contactus@teamta.net
contactus@teamta.in
http://www.travancoreanalytics.com/
https://www.facebook.com/TravancoreAnalytics
https://www.linkedin.com/company/travancore-analytics
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CLOKWORK

   For better work, Get CLOKWORK!
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